Quality of Life in the
Truckee Meadows
2012
A report to our members
and the community
For two decades, Truckee Meadows Tomorrow (TMT) has
collaborated with business owners, policy-makers, educators, nonprofits, community leaders and active citizens
across Washoe County and the surrounding region to define measurable and actionable indicators t0 monitor how
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we’re doing as a community at preserving and enhancing

our quality of life. Tracking the indicators over time, allows TMT to measure
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the data into real “stories”—where we’ve been, are now, want to go, and
how we can get there.
TruckeeMeadowsTomorrow.org is the data hub for metrics/performance

Selected
demographics
* Visit TMT’s site for more than 200 data/performance measures and sources

measures, providing comprehensive, unbiased and non-partisan data
about the region and the state of Nevada. Accessing the data hub is the
catalyst to rally collaborative opportunities for positive outcomes. Engaging
the community helps all residents understand the important role the indicators play in our region now and in the future.

Selected Washoe County measures*

2000

2005

2010

Current / Trend

333,566

396,844

417,379

421,593 (2011) / ö

Average weekly wages (all industries)

$630

$740

$815

$828 (Q1-12) / ó

Unemployment rate (Reno MSA)

3.7%

4.2%

13.4%

10.8% (9/12) / ø

Share of homes affordable for median income (Reno MSA)

61.4

23.3

78.5

86.4 (Q2-12) / ñ

$54,283

$63,750

$71,400

$71,400 (Q2-12) / ó

Bachelor’s degree of higher educational attainment

23.7%

27.0%

26.1%

28.0% (2011) / ö

Population ≥ 65-years living in poverty (last 12-mo.)

6.2%

5.7%

6.9%

10.5% (2011) / ö

Population without health insurance coverage

17.5%

18.3%

22.3%

22.4% (2011) / ö

Population

Median family income (Reno MSA)
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Truckee Meadows Tomorrow (TMT): www.truckeemeadowstomorrow.org

Quality of life indicators*

How are we doing?

Trend

1

Expression of culture through the arts

ø

2

Participation in the arts & cultural activities

ó

3

Voter turnout

ö

4

Effective government engagement

ø

5

Civility & neighborhood pride

ó

6

Emergency preparedness

ó

7

Individual & family economic wellbeing

ø

8

Economic vitality

ö

9

Workforce development

ö

10

Entrepreneurship

ö

11

Educational infrastructure to meet community needs

ø

12

Educational success

ó

13

Community-wide involvement in education

ö

14

Literate community

ó

15

Recreation

ö

16

Philanthropy and volunteerism

ó

17

Access to faith communities & spiritual wellbeing

ó

18

Access to healthcare

ø

19

Wellness & preventative healthcare

ó

20

Mental health & social wellbeing

ö

21

Renewable energy

ö

22

Technology infrastructure & engagement

ö

23

Transformative community initiatives

ó

60.00

24

Affordable housing

ñ

50.00

25

Land use balance & sensitivity

ó

26

Mobility & convenience

ó

27

Development that encourages healthy lifestyles &
neighborhood livability

ö

28

Air quality

ö

10.00

29

Clean & available water

ñ

0.00

30

Open space access & connectivity

ö

31

Perception of safety

ó

32

Secure families

ó

33

Community responsiveness to its most vulnerable
populations

ó

*Visit TMT’s Web site for more than 200 comprehensive data/
performance measures and data sources for the 33-indicators

Do you know what the community’s 33-indicators are?
They cross the following 10-quality of life categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are community indicators? Measures of desired
economic, social, environmental or other outcomes important to community members. At TMT, we simply define indicators as answers to the questions, “What matters
most to those living in the Truckee Meadows?” Furthermore, good indicators are consistently measurable for
trending, important as an early warning system, and actionable to deliver measured community improvement.
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Facilitating job growth and higher paying jobs, to stimulate a diverse and competitive economy, without relying on visitors to stimulate new revenues.

•

Working together as a community to innovate the way
we govern and deliver services, the way we learn, and
how we care for others.

•

Making prevention a health priority at every age to
prevent costly and unintended consequences in the
future.
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What are our community’s biggest challenges today?

Washoe County high school cohort total graduates
2011

Arts & cultural vitality
Civic engagement
Economic wellbeing
Education & lifelong learning
Enrichment
Health & wellness
Innovation
Land use & infrastructure
Natural environment
Public Wellbeing
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TMT revenues and
expenditures

Where does TMT's funding come from?
Corporate grants
Individual donations

Foundation grants
Events (net income)

Membership

2012(e)
2010
2008
2006
2004
2002
2000
$0

$25,000

$50,000

$75,000

Washoe Medical Center/Renown Health provided TMT with
a generous grant in 1996, because they believe community
health and quality of life go hand in hand. $500,000 was regranted over 5-years to a broad range of nonprofits working together to improve quality of life. $50,000 annually
through the year 2000 allowed TMT to start community engagement programs. Although this funding ended in 2001,
the grant sustained TMT’s operations for many years.

Where does TMT's funding go?
In 2007, TMT completed a website remodel and updated the community’s indicators, subsequently publishing
the 2008 Community Wellbeing Report. The Board of
Directors authorized the use of reserve funds to cover
expenses, due to the economic downturn, however
TMT’s donations have dropped dramatically while Nevada’s economy continues to struggle. In response,
TMT significantly reduced expenses, drained reserves
and eliminated staff this year. Unfortunately, these reductions inordinately impact the organization’s ability to
fundraise and maintain programs.
Tracking data metrics and updating performance
trends on TMT's website requires resources. Data
sources also change over time requiring new research.
Consistent/reliable research is often no longer available
for objectively trending community improvement or
decline. These indicators are the only comprehensive
representation of what quality of life means in the
northwestern Nevada region.

Community
engagement
& outreach
12%

2012

Indicators
program
56%

Improvement
programs
18%

Today, every contribution (memberships, sponsorships,
grants and donations) supports TMT’s work to support the
community’s indicator program. And TMT once again
qualified for the Community Foundation of Western Nevada’s 100% Board Giving Award with all board members
financially participating through personal giving.

Income

Expenses

TMT won the Community Indicators Consortium’s Innovation Award, sponsored by Brookings Institution, for collaborative programs resulting in positive community change.
Here are just some of TMT’s catalyst efforts in partnership
with other public, private and nonprofit organizations:

Linear (Income)

Linear (Expenses)

ü

Increased voter registration and general election
voter turnout

ü

Creation of a best practices booklet and council,
cultivating parental involvement in schools; and
community-wide compact to support schools

ü

Increased recycling rates and conservation
measures; and reduction of trash sent to the landfill

ü

Increased public support for open space, cleanups,
stewardship and nature study areas

ü

Increased number of affordable housing units and
rental opportunities

TMT ordinary income vs. expenses

$175,000
$150,000
$125,000
$100,000
$75,000
$50,000
$25,000
$-

Contract
mgt.
Prof. fees 7%
7%

TMT is a nonprofit 501(c)3 organization (EIN: 88-0290211). Routine independent audits and financial reviews of TMT’s financial statements
have resulted in clean opinions. Contact TMT for complete financial information: info@truckeemeadowstomorrow.org.
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Challenges
moving forward

Courtesy of the Truckee Meadows Community College

Raising indicator awareness through effective, yet affordable
data visualization
TMT is challenged to encourage organizations and individuals
to use indicator data for greater community improvement.
Integrating measures within and across other indicators and
geographic areas, as small as neighborhoods, will provide
Interactive data trending. Data mapping and an analysis
hub will allow all users to identify needs, make comparisons
and set benchmarks, which in turn leads to program and policy changes, and documented outcomes.

Do you have an idea to transform the Truckee Meadows and make quality of life better for residents in
northern Nevada? Visit TMT’s blog and share your
thoughts on innovation.

Here's how you can engage with TMT to make northern
Nevada the best place to live, work and raise a family:
1.

Donate or become a member making the Truckee
Meadows a leader among communities.

2.

Access indicator data for planning, performance
measurement, and informed decision- and policymaking.

3.

Adopt an Indicator you are passionate about and
volunteer with your family or office or improve it.

4.

Collaborate with other businesses and organizations
and initiate a compact to make a measurable impact for our community and your customers.

Strengthening indictor data access across Nevada
Added city, county and statewide measures will expand
membership, maintaining the indicators program and creating new TMT affiliates. New measures would address sustainability concerns for applicable indicators, such as renewable
energy, environmental health, educational and other infrastructure, transformative community investments, land uses,
and development that encourages healthy lifestyles and
neighborhood livability.
Providing leadership on quality of life issues across Nevada
TMT must continue addressing issues that affect quality of life
needs for all residents. How do we better engage local
communities and local governments to use community indicators in their decision-making?

If you have questions about Truckee Meadows Tomorrow,
email us at info@truckeemeadowstomorrow.org.

Continue providing the community’s indicator program with
reduced resources
TMT thanks the following organizations for contributions
in 2012 to support the community’s indicator program.
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